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I.

FAITS
BAOL is a Bahamian bank. It is the plaintiff in the subject litigation. Roberto Calvi

and Archbishop Marcinkus were directors of BAOL. It is assumed that Calvi's acts were done
for the actual or intended benefit of BAOL. The Vatican Bank is known as lOR. Marcinkus
is the "head" of lOR.

It is assumed that, since Marcinkus ran lOR on a daily basis,

.

Marcinkus is the "directing mind" of lOR, or can be viewed as being one and the same with
lOR. It is assumed that Marcinkus' acts were done for the benefit of both lOR and BAOL.

It is further assumed that the transactions between lOR and BAOL were actually, or intended
to be, beneficial for both.

BAOL loaned substantial amounts of money to lOR, and had

substantial amounts of lOR's money on deposit. The state of accounts between BAOL and
lOR were material

to

BAOL's fmancial statements.

More particularly, BAOL's financial

statements would vary significantly if the deposits made by lOR and BAOL were to be offset against BAOL's loans to lOR and if the balance of amounts paid to lOR were recoverable
from lOR.
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-2Coopers and Lybrand (CL) were the auditors of BAaL from 1977 until BAaL's
liquidation in 1982. In the course of conducting audits of BAaL, CL obtained representations
from Calvi, as a director of BAaL, that the loans given to lOR by BAaL ..ere recoverable.

a..

also obtained a letter from Archbishop Marcinkus, who was a director of BAaL and

"head" of lOR, indicating that lOR was aware of the state of accounts between BAaL and

lOR. These representations, it is assumed, were designed to benefit both lOR and BAaL.
Calvi, as director of BAaL, had given a letter to lOR indicating that all loans to lOR
were to trigger an identical loan from lOR to a company known as United Trading Company
(UTC), and that lOR had the right to calion UTC to repay the loans. If UTC were to suffer

from a shortfall in repaying the loans, lOR was entitled to set-off the amount of the shortfall
against the amounts owed by lOR to BAaL. The effect of this complicated arrangement, it
is argued, is that BAaL was the lender of money to UTC, while lOR was merely a facilitator
of the transaction. Assuming that to be correct, set-off would not be available with respect
to the loans from BAaL to lOR, as against the lOR deposits at BAaL, and the money loaned
to lOR would not be collectible from lOR.
Calvi, Marcinkus and lOR failed

to

disclose this arrangement to CL and BAOL. It is

assumed that the preparation, and non-disclosure, of the counter letter evidences a concerted
action between (at least) Calvi, Marcinkus and lOR. After Calvi's demise, BAOL demanded
repayment of the loans to lOR. lOR (via Marcinkus), in turn, presented the counter letter
prepared by Calvi, and refused to pay. BAOL then withheld the funds on deposit by lOR,
claiming set-off.

Eventually, a settlement was reached whereby lOR settled with BAOL,

allowing the set-off and making cash payments

to

BAOL.

It is assumed that BAOL has

continued to retain the set-off amount from lOR, and has received all of the payments due
from lOR. BAOL suffered a resulting shortfall of approximately $8 million.
BAaL is claiming $8 million against CL for a failure to independently conftrrn the
information provided

to

them in preparing their audits.

CL joined Calvi, Marcinkus, and

lOR as third parties, claiming indemnity in respect of the $8 million shortfall and further
claiming that if CL is liable for that amount then that liability arose as a result of the counter
letter from Calvi to lOR, which was not disclosed to CL. The action seems to be in tort, and
it is assumed that CL is liable. Despite this assumption, it should be made clear that CL's
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- 3liability is not obvious, and that Calvi's fust line of defence lies therein. There is no evidence
to suggest that CL might be responsible for anything other than the aforementioned negligence,

and it is assumed that CL was not aware of the counter letter until after Calvi's death and
after Marcinkus had presented the letter to BAOL. That is, there is no evidence of collusion
between CL and the other players. It should also be noted that BAOL's claim against CL
could be framed in contract for the exact same failure alleged to be committed by CL.
The third party claim against Calvi, if proved, might serve to create a circular claim
whereby BAOL is compensated by CL, who is in tum compensated by Calvi, who may then
seek compensation from BAOL, since Calvi was a director of BAOL. It seems odd that CL
should third party Calvi, rather than just raise Calvi's conduct as a defence, but that is not the
subject-matter of this memorandum.

As part of the settlement between lOR and BAOL (and other members of the Banco
Ambrosiano Group), BAOL released lOR from any claims that BAOL might have had against
lOR with respect to the failure of the bank. BAOL also released the Vatican from any future
liability. It is not clear, at this time, whether Marcinkus was similarly explicitly released. It
is assumed that Calvi was not explicitly released. It is not clear whether the release contained
an express or implied reservation of rights as against Marcinkus or Calvi.

2.

ISSUES
The issues, as requested for research, are:
(a)

Are Calvi, Marcinkus and lOR joint or concurrent tortfeasors?

(b)

Is CL a joint or concurrent tortfeasor with Calvi, lOR and Marcinkus?

(c)

Does the principal in Merryweather v. Nixan (1799), 8 TERM Rept. 186; 101
E.R. 1337 apply to preclude CL from obtaining indemnity against
Calvi/IOR/Marcinkus in the following circumstances:
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(i)

assume that BAOL's claim against CL is in negligence;

(ii)

assume that BAOL' s claim against CL is in contract;

-4(iii)

assume that CL's claim against Caivi/lOR/Marcinlrus is for pure
contribution between tortfeasors;

(iv)

assume that CL's claim against Caivi//IOR/Marcinlrus is for deceit
or misrepresentation.

(d)

Given the status of Calvi/lOR/Marcinkus, what is the effect of lOR having
been released by BAOL? Does that release Calvi and if so does it operate
only against an action by BAOL or does it also preclude CL's claim against
Calvi?

(e)

Does Calvi have a right of indemnity against IOR/Marcinkus for any damages
flowing from the CL claim?

The issues will be addressed in the following order: (a), (b), (d), (c), (e).
3.

CONCLUSIONS
(a)

There is strong evidence to suggest that Calvi, lOR and Marcinkus are joint
tortfeasors. It may be that BAOL and CL are also joint tortfeasors along with
Calvi, Marcinkus and lOR.

If, in the unlikely event that Calvi, lOR and

Marcinkus are not joint tortfeasors, they are clearly several concurrent
tortfeasors, the only difference being the existence of mental concurrence
between and among them in the former, and not in the latter.
(b)

There is some basis for asserting that CL is a joint tortfeasor with Calvi, lOR
and Marcinkus. It is, admittedly, a tenuous assertion. It is more likely that
they are several concurrent tortfeasors.

(d)

Given the status of Calvi, lOR and Marcinkus as joint tortfeasors, the effect of
the release of lOR from BAOL, in the absence of a reservation of rights as
against Calvi or Marcinkus by BAOL, and assuming an intention by BAOL to
release Calvi or Marcinkus (or some evidence supporting such an intention),
would be to release each and all of Calvi, Marcinkus and lOR from any claims
by BAOL.

If Calvi, lOR and Marcinkus are several concurrent tortfeasors,

based on the same assumptions with the additional assumption that the accord
has been satisfied, the release would have the same effect of releasing each and
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-5all of Calvi, Marcinkus and lOR. As for whether the release of Calvi, as a joint

tortfeasor or several concurrent tortfeasor with a released party, would also
preclude CL' s claim against Calvi, no strong authorities were found asserting
such a preclusion, and no authorities at all were found denying the availability
of such a protection. It seems, however, that the beneficiary of a settlement
from a joint tortfeasor or several concurrent tortfeasor, via accord and
satisfaction or some other form of release, should be required to hold those who
have been released by him harmless against all actions instituted by that
beneficiary, even where the claims against the released person arise by means
of third party claims.
(c)

The principle of Merryweather v. Nixan appears to preclude CL from obtaining
indemnity or contribution from Calvi, Marcinkus, or lOR, in the absence of a
contract to indemnify. Merryweather v. Nixan does not preclude CL from suing
Calvi, Marcinkus, or lOR for the tort of deceit, and recovering damages caused
by that tort.

(e)

The principle of Merryweather v. Nixan appears to preclude Calvi from
successfully asserting a right of indemnity against lOR and Marcinkus, unless
a contract of indemnity may be found, and unless it may be shown that Calvi's
acts were not clearly tortious.

4.

DISCUSSION

4.1

Joint Tortfeasors
Two or more tortfeasors are joint tortfeasors where one is the principal of, or

vicariously liable for, another, where a duty imposed jointly upon them is not performed or
where there is a concerted action between them to a common end (Glanville Williams, Joint

I2m

(1951) at xxxix [hereinafter "Joint Torts"]; The Koursk, [1924] P. 140 at 156 (C.A.» .

Except in the case of non-feasance in breach of a joint duty, parties cannot be joint tortfeasors
unless there is (1) a concurrence in the chain of causation leading to the single damage and
(2) mental concurrence in some enterprise (Joint Torts at 1). In the case at hand, there is a
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